Newsletter Oye LENA

Educational project, Curahuasi – Peru
September - October 2017
Dear loyal readers and new readers,
After receiving quite some feedback, we decided to make some changes to our newsletter. Our operations have become
more stable after all these years, with a number of activities that provide structure to our planning. We wanted this
structure to be mirrored in our newsletter: In the green boxes, we created some fixed topics, with an explanation that
remains unchanged. Underneath the green boxes, you will find new information and pictures.

ON THE PROJECT
Special events
Classrooms painted
Last year, you could read in the newsletter of September that the classrooms were plastered and we already put a first
layer of primer on the walls. Also this year, we decided to close the classrooms for a week in order to take up the work
again. They got their final layer of paint, were cleaned and reorganized. A lot of work, but with a very nice result!

'Day of the special children' in the village

On the 15th of October, Curahuasi celebrated ‘day of the special children’. On this day, attention is paid to the rights of
people with a handicap. In Peru, persons with a handicap still get fewer chances related to education or work.
Volunteers Nele, Lotte and Deborah, class responsible Sara and project responsible Stefanie went to the main square of
the village with Clariza and Diana, to attend this event. The other kids, Lucho, Fernando, Maria and Jose Abel were also
there, together with the kids from their school. A speech was read, in which was asked for more resources, the flag of
Peru was hoisted, and traditionally there was a march around the square. To end this special day, we went for a drink in
the local bakery together with Diana and Clariza. The next day, everyone was invited again, in the theatre of the city hall.
Also here a speech was read, and afterwards some dance performances were given by the children of the special school.
By Deborah Jacob

'Joker Reizen - Go 26' paying us a visit
The summer in Belgium has come to an end, so the last 'Joker group' passed by (Joker is a Belgian company that
organizes guided trips. The Go 26 formula is specifically for people younger than 26 years). From July until September,
just like last years, 4 groups of about 12 young people came to visit us. They helped an afternoon on the project and
brought some stuff along to Peru in their suitcases. Besides, they also went rafting, puenting and camping with 'Casa
Lena', the travel agency of Stefanie and Gilder. Some of them are still in touch with the project. Thanks for the short but
wonderful visit!

Halloween

'Halloween es mi fiesta favorita, 3 lobos y una princesita. Halloween, vamos en la oscuridad, las fantasmas nos
sorprenden y dan miedo de verdad.' We practiced this song for weeks in October, using the melody of a Belgian
children's song. On Monday the 30th of October, we met at the Plaza De Armas, dressed up, and put make-up on our
faces. Almost all kids from the school, and their mums, showed up. Altogether, we went from store to store, singing our
song and collecting candy. It was much fun for everyone!
By Hanne Michiels

Theme based working

At Oye LENA, we use themes to work with: as well with our special kids as with our toddlers, and both for the project
and for the classes in the mountain schools. Every month, we pick a new topic, which is a common theme through all the
lessons and classes. These themes are fixed for three school years. Every theme is linked with (Peruvian/ Belgian)
objectives, whereby not only cognitive goals are important, but also social and emotional well-being, as well as
attitudes. In every theme, we incorporate methods like 'Sherborne' (or Development Movement), 'Snoezelen' (or
Controlled Multisensory Environment), angular work, Multisensory Storytelling,...
Our education starts from the children's living environment, consisting of challenges and experiences, calls for
experimenting and exploring and forms the basis for motivated learning. Through 'playful learning' and 'learning by
doing', we try to stimulate the development of the child to increase its chances for a better future.
September = theme Construction
During the month of September, we chose the theme ‘Construction’. We practiced the song ‘Bob The Constructor’ every
day. We also crafted houses, got to know different working tools by playing games and built cabins. The children learned
a lot and enjoyed the fun activities.
By Veerle Schellen
October = theme Insects
For several weeks, we collected all small animals we could find in the garden. In October, we learned about this
collection of small animals. We sang about 'Witzi Witzi Araña' and learned amongst others about the difference between
spiders and insects.
By Lydwin Bulckens

Weekly visits to the mountain schools of Ccochua and Puka Puka

Once a week we go to a remote mountain school, alternately in the villages Puka Puka and Ccochua. There, we give
classes to the toddlers and try to improve the level of education, in cooperation with the local teacher. We want to
teach them methodologies like Writing Dance, 'Snoezelen' (or Controlled Multisensory Environment), 'Sherborne'
(Development Movement), Multisensory Storytelling,…
The children in these mountain villages mostly or exclusively speak Quechua at home, while classes at school are given
in Spanish. In addition, most kids have low-skilled parents who do not always acknowledge the importance of education,
and do not stimulate the development of their child at home. For this reason, the children have a huge disadvantage
compared to their peers.
Ccochua is a 45 minutes’ drive away from the project. Miss Myriam has nine students in her class, aged 3 to 6 years. The
classes take place in the house of one of the mothers and the room is very small, dark and has a low ceiling.
Puka Puka is only a 20 minutes’ drive away from the project. Miss Pelaya has 5 students in her class, also aged 3 to 6
years. Apart from the nursery school there’s also a primary school, where all ages are divided into two groups. The
classroom is a little bit bigger, but the means of the teacher stay very limited.
By visiting these schools, we try to support the local teachers and to improve the level of education. The volunteers,
children as well as the teachers already reacted enthusiastic!

Monthly visit to the hot springs of Cconoc

Once a month we pay a visit to the hot springs of Cconoc, a 20 minutes' drive away from the project. The one month we
do this with our toddlers, the other month with our disabled students. In the first place, we teach the toddlers to enjoy
the water. The ones that feel ready can start doing preparatory exercises for swimming.
Children in Curahuasi rarely or never go to a swimming pool, which causes a lot of children to be afraid of the water the
first time. But they overcome their fear rather quickly, and in the end they cannot wait to jump into the water again!
Lotte studies orthopedagogy at the Artesis Plantijn Hogeschool in Antwerp. In the context of a VLIR-UOS scholarship, she
is developing a project on hydrotherapy for children with cerebral palsy. The water causes weight relief, which facilitates
movement, and makes it easier for Diana and Clariza to stretch their muscles and do relaxation exercises. Twice a month
we try to work according to this method with our children with cerebral palsy, in the thermal baths of Cconoc.

Parental participation
Every month we meet up with the parents of our children. While enjoying a snack & a drink, we show them pictures of
what we did in the last month.
First of all, we want to keep them updated about the ins and outs at Oye LENA and the evolution of their child. Also, we
organize workshops to teach the parents how they can stimulate their child and its development. We talk about
education in general, the difficulties that come with this, and the importance of healthy food and health in general.
Some of the mothers we meet more frequently. They cooperate in the project 'Mamita Made Materials'. These mums
create handmade objects (mittens, scarves, dolls,...), of which the entire profit of the sale goes to themselves. More
information about this project can be found later in this newsletter, and at the Mamita Made Materials Facebook page.

Bristers’ day
The term 'Bristers' refers to brothers and sisters of our special children.
In the past, we noticed that our special kids were not always treated correctly by their siblings. In some cases we even
experienced abuse, and more specifically jealousy towards the presents and care they were given at the project. By
organizing this day, we want to include the siblings. The objective is to offer them psychological support and to pay
attention to their feelings as well. This way, we try to reinforce the relations between the siblings in order to improve
the quality of life for both parties.
In September we made a house of gingerbread, and in October we organized a birthday party for Christian, Clariza's little
brother. First, the bristers had to collect craft material in order to make a piñata. After that, everyone's faces got pained
and the piñata filled with candy was smashed. What a fun party!

Monthly visit to the orphanage of Cachora
In May 2016 we discovered that two of our loyal students, Brayan and Jesús, were abandoned at the orphanage of
Cachora, and we decided to pay them a visit. It was heartbreaking and -warming at the same time. By experiencing these
mixed emotions, we were compelled to return every month.
The 2 boys barely have contact with their mother and little brother. They merely visit them once or twice a year. It is
obvious they still suffer from the situation, but after a long period of domestic violence and abuse, we hope they will get
more stability in their lives and a better future.
To contribute to this, we go visit them one Saturday or Sunday a month. We organize activities, catch up and eat & drink
something tasty. The focus is on entertainment and joy, and we want to offer the kids a day to look forward to every
month. Every month it's a very nice day that goes by way too fast!
In September, we brought some inflatable balls, with which we played all together. In October, we brought Twister, the
parachute and bowls full of flower and candy to play all sorts of fun games.

Happy birthday!
We celebrate the birthdays of our children with a personalized crown, a song and a present. Sometimes, godparents
send a gift to their godchildren, or they donate some extra cash so we can buy something. The other children receive a
present out of the big birthday gift box.
Naymar got presents from his two godmothers. Christine and Wolfgang Bauer gave him cars, transferred entirely from
Austria. And from Cinthia Sneyers, he got a construction set. His eyes shined!
Brith’s godmother, Hilde Plaetinck, transfered 50 Euro, with which we bought a bag full of toys: a coloring book, crayons,
a cooking set, a stuffed animal and much more. What a lucky girl!
And of course, we also celebrated the birthdays of our students Asiri and Aaron, and ex-students Romina, Zharit Lluvitza,
Janeth and Carol Eva. They could also choose a present out of the birthday gift box!

Short messages
Cesia got a book and a doll of 'My little pony' from her French godmother Manon Zoumaé, Ruth Belinda got a package
full of cute dresses from her new godmother Gillian Van Bombeeck and Rodrigo got a super hip Spiderman schoolbag
from his godmother Fleur Wetzels. Thanks Manon, Gillian and Fleur!

Raphael Leyman and Charlotte Taelman, friends of volunteer Brent Stubbe, visited the project and prepared material
and games for an entire week. From caps to pirates, and from coloring to crafting. It was nice to receive a visit of these
two handymen/ handywomen!
Alberto, Jhoncito and Rodrigo got a baby brother, Jhordy! The little Jhordy is the 8 th son of the family. That deserves a
package full of diapers and toys. Congratulations to the entire family!

Two American ladies, Rebekka LoVerso and Mari Ryan, contacted us, as they wanted to bring along some material for us
on their trip. We gave them a list, and they made space available in their suitcases. They brought Magic Sand, laminating
sheets, presents for the children and much more! We met them in Cusco, where we received the big bag of material
with a smile! Thanks ladies, for thinking about us!

Volunteers Veerle Schellen, Corentine Marquet and Solange Loos also brought a lot of material for the project in their
suitcases. Physiotherapist Corentine prepared her visit upfront using existing files, and bought all kinds of sports- and
physiomaterial for our children.
Hayley Patricia Harris, grandmother of ex-volunteer Catrin Harris, sent a post package with all sorts of fun crafting
materials. Thanks ladies!

Mission McNeill is an organization that wants to improve the lives of kids by fulfilling their basic needs. Therefore, they
donated us 200 dollars to buy medicins, shampoo, sunscreen, mosquito repellent, sanitary napkins and toothpaste.
Thanks Paul and Paula McNeill, we will be able to survive some time with these supplies!
Ex-volunteer Celine Malfait visited Oye LENA once again with the travelling organisation Joker, and brought a present for
her godchild Jean Pier. He was so happy! Thanks!

Volunteers come and go
Oye LENA works with volunteers: people from all over the world who want to help. The amount of volunteers varies
throughout the year, but 3/4 of the year we can count on 10 volunteers. Some volunteers stay for 4 weeks, whilst others
stay for a year. But every visit and contribution is much appreciated. Our volunteers are key figures; thanks to them we
can achieve our goals every day, for and with the kids.
Veerle worked on Oye Lena for two months. She is a nice speech therapist and was the best friend of Maria and Jose
Abel. Veerle introduced ‘Leespraat’, a successful method to expand the vocabulary of our children with the syndrome of
down. Thank you Veerle, for all your efforts at the project!
What is “Leespraat”?
‘Leespraat’ is a communication method developed by Hedianne Bosch. Learning how to read is initiated, not as technical
method, but as visual aid to stimulate the broader development of the child. As from the beginning, the words,
sentences and texts are made for and together with the child. All reading activities are rooted in the direct interaction
with the child. Input for reading talk texts can result from social conversations about events, functional communication,
interests of the child, knowledge transfer and other interactions with the child.
Veerle explains: “Playfully, we worked on the improvement of the communication. We played match games, practised
flash words and focused on dividing words in word groups. Our kids with the syndrom of Down learned a lot of new
words by using this method, and that’s how we initiated the process of learning how to read.”

IN SUPPORT OF THE PROJECT
Short messages
Feast for the 80-year old Francine
Francine Neut, godmother of Oye LENA and grandmother of ex-volunteer Pauline Van Aelst, turned 80 in August, which
was celebrated with a big party. When her relatives asked her what she wanted to receive as a present, she only had
one wish: a box at her party with destination Oye Lena. So said, so done, and at the end of the party the box contained
no less than 575 Euro. What a fantastic amount! Thanks Francine and the entire family!

Big spaghetti feast in favor of Oye LENA
On the 20th of October, the family Brewaeys from Grimbergen organized, together with friends, the third edition of their
spaghetti feast in Nieuwenrode. From early in the morning, father and son stood in front of the cooking pots, while the
women cut the vegetables. All this was done for 260 hungry people. This, together with some donations, ensured a
beautiful gain of 2.480 Euro. Thank you so much to all volunteers and sponsors that made this cosy spaghetti evening
possible! Also thank you so much to all people that supported the Oye Lena school by eating a plate of spaghetti and/ or
drinking a glass of wine!

Oye Lena receives subsidy from the city of Grimbergen
Since 2013, Oye LENA is part of the 'GROG'. The GROG is an umbrella organization of
organizations in Grimbergen that are active in the field of development cooperation.
The GROG supports the operations of its members and also organizes activities to
make the inhabitants of Grimbergen aware of poverty and injustice in the world.
Ingrid Vandekelder and Hilde Brewaeys – Vandepitte participate in the bimonthly
meetings and other activities organized by the GROG, like the annual fair and the
yearly Wide World Weeks. For the fourth year in a row, we received subsidies for our
operations, of which the amount is based on the actions of the previous year. This year, we received 5078 euro for the
project and 359 Euro for promotion in Belgium. Thanks city of Grimbergen!
Zonta Club Roeselaere – Movie night
On the 26th of October, Zonta Club Roeselaere organized a movie night in favor of all their projects, of which Oye LENA is
one. Zonta Club supported Oye LENA last year with no less than 2.000 Euro, with which we started up the woolproject.
This year, Zonta Club will support us with 1.000 Euro, in order to buy a hot tub for our kids with Cerebral Paresis. Exvolunteer Jolien Grymonprez participated in this evening and received the money for Oye LENA. Thanks Zonta Club and
Jolien!

Oye
LENA helps on Kick-off Festival, Ghent
On September 27th, the 12th edition of the 'Kick Off Festival' in Ghent started, where Belgian students celebrate the start
of the new academic year. Students pay an entrance fee of 1 Euro, and this amount goes entirely to charity projects
involved in education (both in Belgium and abroad). Oye LENA, along with some other organizations, was chosen as one
of these projects.
Volunteers of all these organizations had to take up a total of 250 work shifts, and received a fee according to the
number of shifts they took care of. The volunteers of Oye LENA did very well: we took up 40 shifts and therefore
received the amount of 3.012 Euro. Next year, we will for sure participate again. If you would like to help, please contact
us as soon as possible. Thanks to the organization of the festival, to all the students that passed by and of course a
special thanks to everyone that worked a shift!

21/10/17 'Go strange' fair
Since a few years, Oye LENA works with the organization 'Go Strange’, which
helps volunteers find the right project in the South. Every two years, they
organize an info fair, and just like in 2015 we were also present. Ex-volunteers
and members of our Belgian workgroup Isalien De Block and Lisa Dieleman
represented Oye LENA. They answered many questions of interested people
and got to know some fantastic organizations. Without doubt a pleasant and
productive afternoon!

Mamita Made Materials: a wool project for and by our mothers
Mamita Made Materials is a project we started in January 2017. The only intention of this small project is to help the
mothers of the pupils by giving them a decent wage in exchange for knitting or crocheting of different materials.
Over and over again, many mothers quite desperately asked for a job or financial help. At first, we didn’t know how
exactly to help these moms. In the past, we already proposed them to knit or crochet hats, scarves, sweaters, etc. but
surprisingly nobody reacted positively. Later on, we discovered why: no one had the financial means to buy the
necessary wool. So... we decided to provide for the wool ourselves.
From now on, we supply a few spheres of wool to the mothers who wish to participle in the project. They are also able
to consult some specialized knitting magazines as an inspiration source. In exchange for a knitted or crocheted item,
they obtain a fair fee.
Part of the profit goes to the mothers, and the other part to Oye LENA for the purchase of new wool.
Zonta Club Roeselare made it possible for us to realize this project. They donated a starting capital of 2000 Euro, so we
could purchase the wool, the crocket hooks, the knitting needles, the magazine copies, etc.

BECOME A GODPARENT

Oye LENA has 5 new godfathers and godmothers
Thanks Jordy Kleykens, a Casa LENA visitor of Travel agency Joker, Kaat Van de Velde, Dirk Maes and Erna Spinoy, Miki
Lentin, ex-volunteers Emma Schneider en Alessio Vecchiato!

OYE LENA IS ALWAYS LOOKING FOR MORE GODPARENTS!
You can offer a whole new future to a child for only a couple of eurocents a day.
Godparents can let us know in advance if they have preferences related to sex or age. When you become a godparent,
you first receive a picture via e‐mail. Godfathers and godmothers who are active on facebook are mentioned in the
pictures we post of their child.
Most communication will happen via e‐mail, in order to keep the costs down. Two times a year you will receive regular
mail of your godchild.
If you do not feel like sending your godchild messages, that's no problem at all.
If you dó feel like sending something, you can do so in English, and we will make sure to translate in Spanish. However,
keep in mind that our children are still very young. A nice picture will effect more than a long letter. Also, do not forget
that it can take a while before your letters arrive in Peru. If you want to avoid long waiting times, it is also possible to
send an e‐mail. We will make sure your e‐mail gets printed and handed over to the child.
You can send your e‐mail to oyeLENA.peru@gmail.com.
The postal address is:

ONG OYE LENA (Stefanie Van Erps + the name of your godchild)
Oficina oficial de correos de Curahuasi,
Curahuasi,
Abancay,
Apurimac,
Peru

It is also possible for you to come and visit the project and your godchild. Just tell us in advance!
In order to make sure payments arrive smoothly, it is best to use a standing order. This way, you automatically deposit a
monthly fixed amount into our bank account (a minimum of 10 Euro per month = 0.30 Euro a day).
Oye LENA has a Belgian bank account: IBAN BE28 06889753 0620 / BIC GKCCBEBB
The money is not specifically destined to your individual godchild, but will be used for every child on the project. It will
amongst others be used to:






buy food and drinks. The children receive a free lunch, fruit, a snack and drinks every day.
finance visits to the doctor, where the children receive free treatment and medication.
buy toys and educational materials.
celebrate birthdays and other festivities (cake and presents!).
pay the wages of our Peruvian cook and teacher.

If you wish to stop being a godparent, you can do so anytime. You only have to send us an e‐mail and cancel your
standing order.
And of course, we will keep you up to date about the latest developments of the project and your godchild!

GIFTS

Did you know that you can receive a tax certificate for your donations from 40 Euro onwards? This certificate can be
added to your tax declaration and the amount of your donation will be deducted from your taxable income.
To determine if you are entitled to a tax certificate for a certain assessment year, all donations you did during that year
are summed up at the beginning of the next assessment year. If you reach a sum of 40 Euro or more, you receive a tax
certificate. So you receive this at the beginning of the year following the year in which you made the donation.
The certificate will only be given for donations to the account number of LZG:
IBAN: BE48 5230 8027 2427 / BIC: TRIOBEBB
Leraars zonder Grenzen vzw, Jan de Graefstraat 7, 2600 Berchem
With mention: “Donation for ONG Oye LENA”

